Avocor in Healthcare settings

Technology adoption and digital transformation have accelerated rapidly over the last 10 years, with many healthcare providers migrating to digital processes and Unified Communications platforms. From virtual consultations to simplifying administrative workflows or coordinating patient care, the goal is to create value through collaboration and ultimately improve patient treatment and outcomes. The pandemic’s push towards digitalization will continue in the coming years.

The benefits of collaboration for healthcare

From Multi-Disciplinary Teams (MDT) to discuss and collaborate on specific patient cases to displays deployed onto wards as a tool for staff to perform basic tap gestures to streamline workflows, using collaborative technology accelerates productivity while saving time and money.

Many healthcare settings recognize the benefits of video conferencing and collaboration platforms like Avocor to help enable teams to meet virtually, reducing associated costs and wasted time from travel and reducing the carbon footprint as a result. Avocor displays extend the UC experience for users, making video meetings easy and convenient, delivering calendar integration, touch-to-join, instant content sharing, always-on readiness, and more collaborative by activating interactive white-boarding.

Collaboration spaces in healthcare

- Reception spaces
- Waiting areas
- Meeting rooms
- Executive offices

Why Avocor collaboration solutions in healthcare environments.

Easy to use

Avocor features an incredibly easy user interface as standard. UiQ enables users to walk up and use the Avocor display quickly, delivering instant access to video tools and content.

Solutions for every space

Avocor offers a range of sizes for every scenario, from doctors’ offices to ultra-wide displays for multi-disciplinary environments.

Walk up and use technology

With wake-on presence sensors, object recognition, and superior writing and annotation capabilities, Avocor solutions deliver an intuitive, simple user experience for all.

No limitations

Avocor solutions are simple to install and are designed to work with leading collaboration brands to create a bespoke UCC ecosystem for your business. Our solutions also include an OPS PC slot, delivering more flexibility for IT/AV managers while ensuring that security and data protection is maintained.

Peace of mind

Avocor offers a best-in-market warranty as standard and offers extended warranty options. In addition, Avocor displays include customizable settings that deliver a secure integration across your network. Avocor solutions also ship with FUSE remote management software application that enables users to update and monitor displays remotely from one central location and is completely free-of-charge.

For more information about how Avocor solutions can help your collaboration journey, visit avocor.com